## MACLEAN'S BESTSELLERS
*Compiled by Brian Bethune*

### FICTION

1. **THE GOLDFINCH** by Donna Tartt  
   1(18)
2. **WORDS OF RADIANCE** by Brandon Sanderson  
   (1)
3. **THE INVENTION OF WINGS** by Sue Monk Kidd  
   4(9)
4. **PRIVATE L.A.** by James Patterson and Mark Sullivan  
   3(4)
5. **THE BOOTLEGGER** by Clive Cussler and Justin Scott  
   (1)
6. **CONCEALED IN DEATH** by J.D. Robb  
   2(3)
7. **STILL LIFE WITH BREAD CRUMBS** by Anna Quindlen  
   6(6)
8. **BARK** by Lorrie Moore  
   7(2)
9. **BOY, SNOW, BIRD** by Helen Oyeyemi  
   (1)
10. **THE DEAD IN THEIR VAULTED ARCHES** by Alan Bradley  
    9(9)

### NON-FICTION

1. **THE FUTURE OF THE MIND** by Michio Kaku  
   3(2)
2. **DAVID AND GOLIATH** by Malcolm Gladwell  
   2(23)
3. **UGANDA BE KIDDING ME** by Chelsea Handler  
   (1)
4. **THE NEWS** by Alain de Botton  
   1(3)
5. **AN ASTRONAUT'S GUIDE TO LIFE ON EARTH** by Chris Hadfield  
   4(19)
6. **THE SIXTH EXTINCTION** by Elizabeth Kolbert  
   5(4)
7. **UNSINKABLE** by Silken Laumann  
   6(8)
8. **E.E. CUMMINGS** by Susan Cheever  
   (1)
9. **I AM MALALA** by Malala Yousafzai and Christina Lamb  
   8(22)
10. **DUTY** by Robert M. Gates  
    7(8)

*LAST WEEK's WEEKS ON LIST*